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Coventry LPC Meeting Minutes for LPC Meeting held on 5th April 

2018 at Citrus Hotel, Coventry CV8 3DY 

 

Attendees: Alison Baker (AB); Alex Parkin (AP)(am); Adel Ghulam (AG); Ashwin Hindocha (AH); Vishal 

Mashru (VM)(PM); Zoe Ascott (ZA); Pradeep Duggal (PD)(for expenses) Liz McPherson (LM); Vicki 

James (VJ); Davendra Joshi (DJ); 

Chair: Alex Parkin (AP) for am  

Apologies: Bal Heer (BH); Sandeep Dhami (SD); Jas Heer (JH); Pradeep Duggal (PD); Vishal Mashru 

(VM) (apologies for am);  

Guests: Jackie Buxton – Central Health  

Meeting opened: 9.15 am  

Declaration of interests: circulated & signed 

Minutes approved: No minutes to approve  

Matters arising and table AOB: Introductions made to new members Vicki James(VJ) (replacing Alex 

Parkin as a CCA member) and Davendra Joshi (DJ) (as an Independent member). Vicki is employed by 

Lloyds as the Pharmacy Affairs Manager; her background is in locally commissioned services and she 

will be looking after LPC members at Lloyds. Davendra is a Director at Chemycare in Coventry and 

has been an Independent Contractor for 29 years.  

Decided that the morning meeting will be an open session and the afternoon would be closed – due 

to changes within the LPC.  

JH has been re-elected as PSNC rep. VJ is currently on secondment 2 days a week to PSNC – building 

toolkits for LPC’s.  

AP explained that he is leaving employment at Lloyds as of the end of April. VJ is replacing him as the 

CCA member. AP chairing morning meeting then will leave for the afternoon meeting.  

FL gave all members a heads up regarding changes to expenses discussed at the annual LPC 

conference. This should be expanded in further detail at the upcoming Treasurers Day. It will impact 

all members. There is no definite answer yet. Expenses against a receipt shouldn’t be an issue. The 

LMC is being looked into first. LPC to discuss further this afternoon, how to prepare and whether it is 

worth setting up a HR function across the 3 LPC’s that share the office. PD added that this was 

mentioned at the last Treasurers Day and the concerns going forward. FL added that she might look 

at running payroll behind the scenes. AP commented that there are other things to think about if 

there are changes and whether the committee will be affected i.e extra support for the committee 

etc. Warwickshire LPC already have a payroll system set up but are looking for a new company to run 

it, could add Coventry LPC and Herefordshire and Worcestershire LPC if need be, this would be 

cheaper as well. 
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Elections 

FL explained that the Independent places went out to vote. Changes were made and Davendra was 

voted in and Moh lost his place. There were certainly another 2 contractors who were nominated 

but not appointed who have expressed interest in helping the LPC out. There is also another 

contractor from Shiraz group willing to offer support. So, in total there are 3 local Contractors keen 

to help the LPC on an Ad Hoc basis.  

CCA – AP replaced with VJ 

AIMp – SD – who used to be an Independent, but moved to AIMp and the numbers across the 

contracts pushed him over to an AIMp rep. 

Confirmed new committee in place today. Internal appointment will take place this afternoon.  

CCG and POD meeting follow up 

AP, VM, FL and JH along with Satyan Kotecha (SK) from Warwickshire LPC attended a meeting with 

the CCG and POD team on the back of the POD feedback. Wanted to discuss how POD handled 

vulnerable patients and wanted a discussion about the various problems North Warwickshire are 

having, they have only just joined. It appears the POD team have learned nothing from the problems 

experienced from Coventry when they first joined in the summer. All LPC members in agreement 

that the main problem is that surgeries are not held to account by the POD team. 

Lisa Scullion (LS) (POD Manager) is quite defensive of POD and almost dismissive in terms of GP’s 

approach to it. There is also huge confusion over the 2 dates given; the ‘go live date’ and the date 

after which a patient cannot get their prescription from a pharmacy.  

SK made a good case around North Warwickshire’s issues; namely lack of communication and GP’s 

approach.  

In the end there was a joint understanding that they need a more robust toolkit to roll out. Where 

everyone knows what they are meant to be doing and can hold each other to account if something 

goes wrong. An agreed process is needed.  

The POD team have agreed to meet on 20th April and pull together, and roll out, a toolkit so 

everyone’s responsibilities are clear.  

The issue over vulnerable patients was agreed on. There are clearly different ways of handling the 

term ‘vulnerable patient’ as it is open to interpretation. Agreed that it should be termed as ‘exempt 

patients’; those patients who are exempt from POD, so could also include a language barrier for 

example. Criteria is not determined yet but will be.  

FL added that unless POD start holding surgeries to account they can still do what they want. The 

issue over a vulnerable husband or wife still remains as could end up delivering up to 4 times 

whereas if they managed themselves it would only be once.  

LPC in agreement that vulnerable patient criteria is needed. POD team were told that we had 

contractor events coming up and have asked whether their launch packs could be ready.  

Another issue is limit on scripts on 28 days. FL added that there are also issues with medication 

loans. It perpetuates the problem. If this is done the patient needs to tell POD. Another issue here is 

that pharmacies shouldn’t technically give out a loan, but should bite the bullet and charge the 
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patient. It became clear that surgeries do not try and tell patients about the change, they rely on 

pharmacies to do it, which is unreasonable as it is not even pharmacies change.  

Care homes -  Roz Payne is looking after this. Looking to move to one surgery to each care home. 

Looking at having a central point that care homes take their scripts to. It would be easier as one 

surgery, but unsure about checking everything, the key bit is how the scripts would move. AG added 

that care homes are notorious for people coming and going, the onus needs to be on the care home 

and CCG. FL stressed the importance would be getting the first order correct. 

POD report – AP (insert link to POD report)  

Running costs at £600,000.00 a year when fully up and running. Do not believe that the financial 

picture stacks. VM did an analysis and has produced tables which show difference in the savings. 

There is no argument that when a surgery first starts POD that there will be a saving but a year on 

there will not be. Shows that POD is not a long term affective saving tool.  

AP suggested to send report in at a higher level within the CCG and highlight the patient experience; 

the feedback from the Healthwatch report, which was not particularly positive. 

The report reiterated the POD meeting and recommendations around E-RD. Would also mean a 

reduced number of calls into POD. E-RD would allow POD to scale its cost base.  

LPC in agreement that E-RD should be sorted. 40% of patients is the target and surgeries are at least 

under pressure to get to 25%. Coventry are currently on 5-6%. The problem is that surgeries do not 

fundamentally understand how it works.  

FL has produced a form that doubles as a recommendation for patients to be on E-RD.  

Helen at PSNC is looking at an E-RD toolkit.  

(POD report will continue after next slot) 

Central Health Update – Adult Lifestyles services – Stop Smoking – Jackie Buxton 

Central Health have the smoking cessation SLA with Ice Creates signed. It went out in the Adult 

Healthy Lifestyles tender. Awarded to Ice Creates and agreed to subcontract to pharmacy.  

Financial Schedule (paid monthly) 

£3 per client setting a quit date 

£65 per client carbon monoxide verified 4 week quit 

£22.50 12 week quit 

£3 per redeemed NRT voucher 

£7.50 initial consultation and champix via PGD 

£3 per subsequent supply of champix.  

Fee for referring patients into Health Lifestyle Programme 

Planning a 2-hour evening training session on the topic. 

A potential example of a pharmacy providing 50 x 4 week quits, assuming started with 100 patients, 

= £5,275 plus product reimbursement.  
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Providing 20 x 4 week quits = £2,102.50 plus product reimbursement.  

JB explained that there are more parts to this than the previous service. LM added that it is a lot less 

money. FL commented that of the people who set a quit date less than a third reach 4 weeks, so at 

least there is still payment for them.  

This model is less risk and better support. There is opportunity to do more overall. Need to make 

patients successful to 4 week quit date.  

Boots and Lloyds have been contacted centrally and JB is reasonably confident that they will sign up 

to the service. VJ added that it is a nightmare for multiples at this time of year, but Amy (at Lloyds) 

has picked up this SLA.  

Does still compare favourably with the other stop smoking services in other geographies. FL added 

that if a lot is done in the first meeting with a patient and can reach the 4 week quit then there will 

be a higher chance of success to 12 weeks.  

JB added that pharmacy has a lot of touch points and follow up can be brief but effective. The stop 

smoking adviser will help and is available over the telephone. If a pharmacy is a CHS member they 

will receive a carbon monoxide monitor or will be self funded. Everyone will get a kit of part.  

JB commented that she wants the committee to be happy with the service and understand it so that 

they can support pharmacies in signing up.  

This is good work for CHS and the LPC congratulated JB. It will be a challenge to reach 600 quits from 

250.  

There was discussion over publishing results and competition between pharmacies. JB commented 

that she would be nervous about pitching pharmacy against pharmacy but more keen for everyone 

to share advice. Could prepare an anonymised bench mark.  

AH added that there should be confidence in pharmacies as they already know what to do and will 

work on the service from day one.  

Next steps – JB will keep LPC informed.  

VJ commented that Queen Mary’s have done a study in Coventry with stop smoking, the pilot is 

coming to an end. AH’s pharmacy took part. FL suggested it would to useful to obtain the data.  

VJ will send her contact details to JB. 

JB added that training will be online but will be supported. All information will also be covered in an 

evening event.  

 

Central Health – LPC thoughts on service and CHS – Director nominations for discussion 

AP commented that they have not pushed enough and they need to make simple and easy training 

which might encourage more sign ups.  

The idea of setting a quit date might encourage a bit more. Roughly a third of patients get through to 

4 weeks at the moment. With less emphasis on 12 weeks it will be easier on pharmacy time. FL will 

continue to work closely with JB.  
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Overall, all in agreement that this is good news. CHS would not exist if not for this LPC and now they 

have won a bid directly affecting contractors in Coventry.  

The LPC support CHS but there might be a challenge when the Contractors see the fees and may not 

do it.  

Need to get Contractors as involved as possible as there is no money for services elsewhere. CHS 

were in between a rock and a hard place with costs. Need to show that this can still make a 

difference in community pharmacy.  

VJ added that the contract looks reasonable to her. There is some focus on long term quit too which 

is good.  

Pharmacy could also make success on referrals to Health Lifestyles, could fill out with the patients.  

 

 

Back to POD report (AP) 

Need to be blunt about finances and how POD is not sustainable going forward. There is also a risk if 

POD is disbanded so the alternative should be E-RD, which is financially viable. E-RD is fully 

supported by the LPC. 

POD has caused chaos with managing workload. Training in surgeries is also a problem. Dudley LPC 

are asking pharmacies to recommend patients. There is no reason, however, why pharmacies cannot 

recommend with E-RD.  

GP’s need to get on board with E-RD. Meeting with LMC next week. FL commented that it must be 

our output that we want E-RD 

AP suggested that the POD report be sent to CCG at high level. FL to review.  

 

CHS Director nominations 

Directors for CHS need to be decided. There will be new nominations in the Summer. All 5 current 

Directors are happy to stand again. The LPC elects 2 directors and 3 are member supported. It will be 

consolidated across the relevant LPC’s. FL added that it would be a nightmare if all 5 disappeared. 

CHS always have to have both LPC directors present in decision making. On the scrutiny and 

oversight committee it is thought that current members will be voted on. Current directors are: 

Jackie Buxton, Yvonne Goulding, Michelle Dyoss, Len Dalton and Bruce Prentice.  

There is a need to be realistic. There are no real concerns about the CHS directors or how they 

operate. S+O all scored the 5 directors and say 3 came out higher but more around not knowing the 

other 2 as well.  

AP added that for the LPC reps he would suggest Len, because of his experience, and Jackie because 

she is Chief Officer of an LPC. Logically this makes sense.  

Directors will write and send out a nomination form. Then each LPC will need to complete the form.  

LPC will look at before the May meeting.  
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Update from AP on work undertaken since last meeting. 

The budget proposal was read through. It has been signed off and sent out. 

It is unlikely that the budget will be spent in its entirety as have been over generous in strategic 

planning. 

FL added that the members costs are quite high and the PSNC levy is low (compared to other LPC’s).  

AP asked/suggested that the LPC take time to think about strategy: 

Summary where the committee are currently at: 

Finance = good 

Contractor engagement = good 

Contractor support = good 

LPC engagement = good 

LPC capacity = not good 

Stake holder engagement = not good 

Development of quality opportunities = not good 

Maximising and shaping opportunities = ok 

Effective committee = good 

LPC capacity is poor, ability for members to do work outside the meetings has gone down. This is 

true for all LPC’s as it is hard to run alongside the day job. Timelines have slipped. 

FL does not agree that Stakeholder engagement is not good. As the LPC is consistently trying but 

getting no cut through. We have to engage for a long time before services are given. Warwickshire 

now have a diabetes transformation group.  

LM commented that contractors are not aware of the time and networking and background work. 

Another issue is that contractors do not necessarily support and deliver on services. This happened 

in Herefordshire.  

Another challenge is the finances. The LPC did manage to give a Levy holiday.  

AP commented that focus needs to be on developing quality opportunities 

1. Developing quality opportunities – integrating community pharmacy in key clinical 

pathways, building local healthcare economy stakeholder awareness and advocates 

fostering a change appetite. This will involve the following stakeholder phases and steps 

Phase 1 

• Clarify Engagement Strategy 

• Design Information Generation and Management Strategies 

• Initiate Course Correction Strategy and System 

• Initiate Strategies for Supporting People through Emotional Reactions and 

Resistance 

• Communicate Case for Change and Change Strategy 
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• Roll Out Process to Create Shared Vision and Commitment 

• Demonstrate that Old Way of Operating Is Gone 

• Build stakeholders Change Knowledge and Skills 

• Promote Required Mindset and Behavior Change 

• Assess Relevant Aspects of our LPC/contractors 

• Benchmark Other Locations for Best Practices 

• Clarify Customer Requirements 

Phase 2 

• Design Desired State 

• Pilot Test 

• Identify and Group Impacts 

• Assess Magnitude of Impacts and Prioritize 

• Identify Impact Solutions and Action Plans 

• Integrate Solutions and Action Plans and Compile Implementation Master Plan 

• Design Strategies to Sustain Energy for Change 

• Support People through Implementation 

• Communicate Implementation Master Plan 

Phase 3 

• Roll Out Implementation Master Plan 

• Celebrate Achievement of Desired State 

• Support Individuals and Teams to Integrate and Master New State 

• Support Whole System to Integrate and Master New State 

• Build System to Continuously Improve New State 

• Learn from Your Change Process and Establish Best Practices 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Maximising and shaping opportunities – maximize contractor income from BAU and new 

contract activity  

New contract activity 

• Evaluate new contract 

• Demonstrate understanding and prep stakeholders for change 

• Fix what we can 

• Find and leverage the opportunity 

• Train and prepare 

BAU activity 

• Review and evaluate community pharmacy impact 

• Publish missed opportunity 

Target individual contractors (high performers |poor performers)  

 

AP added that £31,000.00 has been set aside in the budget fir strategic work and projects. He is not 

sure that the LPC needs to continue with 10 meetings per year, could redeploy the money that 

would be saved into buying new resources.  
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AP’s proposal would allow LPC to fund 2 days a week support over a 3 month period = £6,500.00 

reallocated. Meetings would drop down to 8 per year. To deliver phase 1 and BAU activity. This 

would also allow FL and ZA to get time back.  

LM agrees that capacity is a huge problem and dedicated continuity follow through is needed.  

FL added that task and finish groups are successful, whether internal or external.  

VJ added that a full day meeting every month is heavy, so this could help the focus. It would also be 

good incorporating use of all 3 LPC’s. PSNC actively encouraging mergers and collaborative working.  

 

Closed session for the afternoon meeting. 

VJ had to leave for a prearranged meeting but passed her vote by proxy to Adel. VM joined the 

meeting.  

AG commented that the LPC needs stability for the next few meetings, considering the numerous 

changes. AP added that he is happy to stay on as employed chair and potentially could support as a 

hired help to the proposed strategy. He agreed that he would leave that offer with the committee. 

FL to chair afternoon meeting.  

AP thanked the committee and left the meeting. 

AP’s proposal parked until later in the afternoon. 

 

GDPR/GPhC Revalidation / QPS Event and implications for LPC 

Events held on 18th April in Malvern and 25th April in Coventry. FL and ZA to work on further next 

week. Decided if at odds with advice between NPA and PSNC – go with PSNC.  

GPhC – could use event as a CPD point.  

ZA and AB attending the event in Coventry, and any additional support would be valued.  

FL discussed how QPS rolled over 6 months to 1 claim worth half the points in June. Almost the same 

but two gateway changes. Must upload Bank holidays to NHS choices and must use the shared NHS 

account. FL had an email about pharmacies across the AHW geography and 25% had not applied or 

activated the account.  

 

 

 


